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About This Game

Snailiens have traveled from across the universe in search of a scrumptious snack. Who could have known it would be Earth's
succulent cabbages? They'll stop at nothing to get their mucus covered tentacles on our little green treasures!

Snailiens is a high energy, tower defense shooter built from the ground up for VR. It combines the intensity of a shooter with a
more tactical approach in tower placement and upgrades. A powerful weapon and tower elemental system offers nearly limitless
ways to play! Get the Snailiens wet and then zap them or cover them in flammable goo then blow them up! You choose how you

want to fight off the tentacled invaders.

Features:

Play how you want with an arsenal of crazy weapons and towers. Think tactically by building walls and placing towers to
force Snailiens down your gauntlets of death.

An advanced elemental system adds complexity and depth to your strategy.

Enjoy a wacky story of aliens and their hunger for our cabbage. It’s a heartwarming tale of aliens just searching for
somewhere to call home.

Devise strategies to handle many types of Snailiens armed with different abilities!
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Title: Snailiens
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
562 Interactive
Publisher:
562 Interactive LLC.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or Radeon 290x or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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assault rifle and drone are useful, with cheap price tag.
. great game ,recommend for anyone. Never played a game with so many issues. Game crashing, game not starting, etc. Only
game on my computer that has issues and I have a lot of games.. battlefield 2142? 3/10. Still one of the most fun co-op games I
have ever played, and still do sometimes.

it has a very realistic feeling to it in that all vehicles need gas, you can blow the tracks off tanks and everything dies in a very
small amount of bullets.You can co-op small campaigns for the Americans, British, Russians, and Germans, ranging from
sneaking into a fortified beach to managing a Tiger crew. Each player takes control of one or more characters and can swap with
each other at any time. Nothing beats jumping into a flack cannon ,going to town on masses of poor infantry and accidentally
kill all your friends before you run out of ammo

.The controls are not the best, and most times if you die the controls are to blame. But once you get a hang of them they become
second nature.. Put a few hours in. Good game.
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With a good processor skipping is as fast as lightning. It’s a wondrous, fascinating game with animated paintings. There are
some moves: writing (illogic of being ambidextrous), tapping, face expressions
This dome city has a mystery Galen and Yani will uncover. Numerous characters and choices. Some of them change nothing
like there’s fatality. The story seemed so long to me when I’ve seen it’s not over arresting a culprit. I love there’s thinking despite
the powerlessness felt. I was surprised to learn we have a secret role. Sometime I don’t remember how I got someone’s trust. It’s
a good idea to put doubt on the core of evil. It’s a shame to often need to make a team to get out from a trap. At the  hidden
chamber, there’s a tree with apples twirling like she’s touching the forbidden fruit. She forgets she won’t be free this way ! I was
a bit surprised to learn who’s guilty. As we replay we notice he/she often says what he/she doesn’t think.
Yakone ruins Kala myth quite fast but her vision is well-thought when she says it’s for  obedience . Kasiya is nonchalant, he’ll
tell why.
Replaying brings more info to enlighten facts. The endings menu is a good reminder of sub elements.. Quite fun. It is a seek and
find but with more depth to it. There is enough different stuff to give a good amount of game play and several extra quests to
work on over time. I, also, enjoyed the competitive side of it.. There's so much potential here but this game doesn't reach it.
This game was left with several issues that were never adressed before the Devoloper left and never came back. About 4 months
ago i made a list of several suggestions for this game, here's my list if you want to know what i think is wrong with the game. 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/382330/discussions/0/3223871682607861530/. right now is very very beta, it needs a lot of
work of the developers, but is a good concept.. Hey! Can you check your mail again? ^^ thanks for daily checkings ^^ <3. It
reminds me a lot of escape velocity, and an old game from Sega Gensis, back in the day. I am a tad confused how this is early
access. I've only seen one tab that says to be coming. Landing on planets could be an idea for the future, but not needed for my
review. I really enjoy it. It's a tad hard, and does get frustrating, but for what it is, it does well. It's something I plan to keep, and
I enjoy it.. An awesome game that reminds me of my childhood. And works on windows 10 too !. UPDATE: Hard mode
beaten.

UPDATE 2: Debug mode unlocked. See bottom of review.

This is the worst game I have ever played, and given other Unity games I've played lately, that is saying a lot.

There's no storyline to speak of. The voices are in Russian despite picking English, which normally wouldn't be that big of a
problem, because there's subtitles. Except...halfway through the game, the majority of the game's subtitles switch to Russian
regardless. Maybe the story picks up then? I can't say, I don't speak Russian.

The HUD is obnoxious. It moves with you and is constantly in your way. Your stamina meter depletes ridiculously quickly, and
will even deplete if you're attempting to run while caught in a bear trap. There are a ridiculous amount of bear traps in this game
by the way.

The jumping mechanics are beyond awful, and you have to go through a very, very long platforming segment. There's a
checkpoint about halfway through (but no save point until it's all finished), but it is still brutal.

If you make it through that, you go to another obnoxious laser grid section, and this is followed by actual enemies appearing.
You have to pick up a gun nearby (if you can find it) and mow them all down with the worst shooting physics I have ever seen.
If an enemy reaches you, you're screwed. It'll bounce you through the air over and over until you're dead, and you can't just aim
down at them. On the plus side, they frequently glitch out and get stuck on terrain or dead bodies.

It's difficult to describe what comes after. It's a glitchfest nightmare. At one point you can hop on a train to take you to the end
of a long, long tunnel, but if you hit Escape and then resume game it'll propel you infinitely forward to the end of the area where
you randomly are given a minigun with infinite ammo to massacre toaster spiders (I'm not kidding). The textures also really start
to glitch out around this time badly.

The last area of the game is a maze, and you're on a timer - only the timer doesn't affect anything at all. If it reaches 0, it just
counts into the negatives. Whatever.

EDIT: I have now beaten this game on Hard mode. It is frustratingly difficult in all the wrong ways. You get 4 minutes 30
seconds to complete the first laser grid section and the platforming section. If time runs out, you're back to the first laser grid
segment. You need to really nail down how the jumping works in this, and trust me, it is not at all intuitive. You'll make it to the
end with maybe 20 seconds left. The section after that is annoying, but you've got 5 minutes to do it which is way more than
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enough. The train section, insultingly, is 10 minutes and 2 seconds. It's stupidly easy.

For those curious, I did not get a 4-letter word upon completing Hard mode (which is supposed to unlock the Mods menu). I
assume it must be hidden somewhere in-game, but there's no way I'm going to replay this to find out what it is. What a load of
awfulness. UPDATE: The 4-letter code is actually 2057, rather than a word like I'd thought. See below.

Even closing and loading this game is difficult. I frequently have to Alt+F4 just to get out of it, and about 50% of the time when
I load a game the game just hangs. Alt tabbing out will sometimes crash it, and this game causes major slowdown on other
applications I have running. The max resolution isn't even 1080p either.

Do not buy this game, even at $2. It's not worth your time or money whatsoever.

The debug and labyrinth modes can be unlocked by using the code 2057. The Labyrinth mode is beyond awful, with crusher
blocks that you simply cannot seem to get by and clocks to increase your timer. Unlike the actual game, you'll die if the time
runs out here. Additionally, if you do die, hitting Play Again will start a whole new game for you - and all of the menu
choices/dialogue will be in Russian. Awful.

The debug mode is as you'd expect - developer tools. The menu is in Russian when you enter it. Whatever. This game is still
bad.. The program is practical, and easy to navigate. Have alot of powerfull tools. But one thing that I really wish the program
have is the ability to have linear wipe. Not as a transition template, but as a keyframe option. Similar to the blur tool. Linear
wipe is used alot in intros and transitions to! So having the keyframe option will be nice. Also more flexibility to add transition
in the second layer. Overall I think this program is pretty cool to be used.. My child loved this game. Math has always been an
area he struggled in and doing homework is always a pain. This game made math fun. It includes practice with elementary level
math such as multiplication, fractions, and number lines. Every problem has a little story behind it and is often introduced with a
video. My child really liked the water challenges where he got to catch fish and direct his own boat. The Native American
history lessons are also a plus. As a parent, would highly recommend.
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